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Judging from the high number of applicants seeking enrolment each year, 
the Japanese language courses 3re popular among students. This popularitiy. 
however, seems to be confined to one paniculaT racial group and it is regret
table that the ethnic background of the students of Japanese does not mirror 
the multiracial composition of Malaysia. 

One is forced to speculate why this is so. Circumstance poims to one 
outstanding factor which, however widespread it may be, is based upon an 
unfortunate fallacy, namely. that Japanese is somehow related to Chinese. 
The origins of this misconception 3re many' geographical proximity, racial 
affinity. the apparent and very real similarity of the writing systems used in 
both countries, and perhaps some lingering remnants of the Japanese slogan 
doobun-dooshu (same writing - same race). used whenever it is expedient 
to harp on the string of kinship Vet the two languages are as closely related 
as Swahili and Greek. The Chinese language is tonal, analytic, and not in
nectional, the Japanese is not tonal, is symhetic, affixing (agglutinative), and 
highly inflectional. A further characteristic of Japanese is the S(ubject) + 
O(bject) + V(erb) pattern which again is unlike Chinese. If Japanese is 
linguistically related to any language(s) at all it would be to the Altaic 
languages, though this is a moot question among scholars. 

However, since more than ninety per cent of the students of Japanese at 
the University of Malaya are ethnic Chinese this article is written with a focus 
on the particular problems this group faces when learning to write Japanese 

The results of yearly surveys conducted among those students who have 
chosen Japanese for a subject. be it as a unit or proficiency course. show over
whelmingly the prevalence of the 'Japanese-is-like-Chinese' fallacy Although 
none so far has been able to state in concrete form the foundation on which 
this belief of linguistic affinity is based, the answers indicate that most students 
suppose that the Japanese usage of Chinese logographs accounts for a rela
tionship between the two languages. Some even go so far as to say that the 
writing systems of Japan and China are exactly alike But it is obviously a 
false analogy to imagine that the two languages must be related just because 
they employ similar writing systems. After all, no one would say that Malay 
is related to Icelandic just because of a common usage of the alphabet. This 
usage, like the usage by the Japanese of Chinese characters, can readily be 
understood when seen in the right persepective, as graphical habits often are 
the chance product of history 

One could also ask whether the choice of Japanese by these students was 
not motivated, at least to a certain extent, by an expectation of few difficulties 
in learning this particular language since no one believed it to be different 
from Chinese. Conversely, the same belief among non-ethnic Chinese could 
have the opposite effect because the 'similarity factor' with its concomitant 
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idea of difficuhy would act as a deterrent. Our queslionnaries only hint at 
this, since a surprising number of students claim 10 have taken up Japanese 
because their friends have done so. 

Since Japanese is so different from Chinese, why is it then written with 
Chinese characters? To answer this question, a small historical detour is 
necessary 

Edward Sapir once said somelhing lO the effecl lhal every language has 
enough sounds, structures and vocabulary to cope with its own needs. Yet 
when the speakers of a particular language come into contact with another 
civilization whose concepts and ideas transcend local models the former will 
of[en, if the new thoughts are found to be congenial. replenish their vocabulary 
with new words from the other civilization, descriptive of things or ideas which 
are lacking in their own. Thus it becomes possible 10 extend the limits of 
previously conceived reality and to add a new dimension to internal and ex
ternal phenomena. 

This was the course of action the Japanese took when their culture in the 
3rd century absorbed some of the splendours from the Chinese mainland. BUl 
they did more than this. as they did not possess an autochthonous writing 
system they, like olher counlries wilhin the cullural orbil of China, adopled 
her way of writing as well. In theory Japanese can easily be written with 
phonelic symbols because of the relatively simple phonelic Slruclure of lhe 
language. Chinese, on the olher hand, has a wriling syslem based on mor
phemic rather than phonemic or phonetic principles. Since ancient Chinese 

inclined towards the monosyllabic, a writing syslem which represented each 
word wilh a symbol was workable, no mailer how mnemolechnically tax
ing it might be. But for the polysyllabic and highly inflecled Japanese language 
a more unsuited writing system is hard to imagine. For some time the pro
blem of adaptation was solved, or rather avoided, by writing everything in 
Chinese. But in the long run this was unsatisfactory Eventually a system evolv
ed through which Japanese could be written by abbreviating Chinese characters 
into phonetic symbols which represented whole syllables. The impelus pro
bably originated in the Chinese practice of diacritics to indicate a character's 
tonal value. An Indian influence can also be detected since these phonetic sym
bols were systematized according to the principles of Devanagari The result 
was twO syllabaries. hiragana and katakanaJ each consisting of 47 symbols. 

The immense preslige of lhings Chinese prevenled the logographs from 
disappearing in spite of the fact that the Japanese had now succeeded in 
creating a phonetic script. And over the centuries there gradually evolved a 
way of writing in which it became customary to write un-inflected words with 
Chinese characters, the so-called kanji, and the morphological and syntac
tical elements with either hiragana or katakana This system is called 
kcnjikana-majiribun. i.e. sentences mixed with kanji and kana Basically this 
system remains to the present day: nouns and verb-roots are written with kanji, 
inflections and sentence particles with hiragana. and non-Chinese loanwords 
and foreign names with katakana. 

Since the Chinese impacl on the language has been on the wane for a long 
lime, people always ask why the Japanese writing syslem has nOl been changed. 
J t j1i nOI for lack or effort that potential reformers have been unsuccessful 
The barriers lhey face are formidable. First, there is a very understandable 
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r�luctance to le\ go of cemuries of wrillcn r""ordf> liin<;1;: a different wrilJltg 
system would inevitably cut off the: pasl from the: presenl BUI more impor· 
tanl lhan anything else is the scale on which lexical borrowings from Chin!$c 
have taken place. Chin� loanwords now elu .. "«d the original Japanese word 
stock by morc than one hundred per cent. Sinl,."t Japanesc 181\0r«l thc tonal 
aspec:t of the words assimilated, the rcsult ha.� bcl:n a massive amount of 
homonyms 50 that many words have 10 be: seen wrillen in order 10 bc: 
understood properly A look in any Japanese: dictionary v,'i!l immediately can
vim;:e even the greatest sceptic. The word shinsei, for inuance, has more than 
13 different meanings, bUI each one of (hem is dearly differentiated through 
separate kattii The (allowing c�ampk vividly illustrates the magnitude of the: 
problem. shikotShikoishlkol, i.e. the chainnanship of a conference (or demi!lS. 

The average beginner of Ja.panese is in a state of ignorant bliss since he 
is usually unaware of the timc-consuming task ahead of him. neCC!isary 10 
master the written language. But sin� writing i� an inseparable: pan of tOial 
language acquisition any pretence at knowing Japanese must email a 
knowledee of the writing sy�tem. If an C"qual proficiency is desired in boLh 

the written and the spoken language, the usual estimate i s  that inStruclinns 
should be given in the proportion of I: I In other words, for each classroom 
hour with conversation drills a corresponding hour wilh rending and WTlt II!! 
uercisc:s should be given. So when we compare the progre$S of students leu· 
ning a language with an alphabet to that of students learni ng Japanese, the 
advance of the laller Is Iheoretkally about half as slow a.� that of the former 
beC"ausc: of the time requireti for Writing practice. 

There is a running debate among leachers of Japanese, unfortunately 
without any hope of a satisfactory solution, 3Jlto the level at which the Stu· 
dent would most profitably be exposed t o  the Japanese way of writing. One 
group clalmSlhat since: the writing is really a study in it.self, it should be: taken 
up at a later stage when the student has familiarized himself with the spoken 
language. Up to thaI point, they say, alileaehing materials should usc: the 
Latin alphabet. Opponems counter this arjumenl by saying that to postpone 
the inevitable i� bad pedagog�, and a late introduction of k"ntJ and kurf,ji 
mighl sc:riouEly di$COUTHge any leamer of the language. When Ihe ElUdenl feels 
that his progress has become slow, something which automatically hapPtn5 
as soon as he takes up writing. he might quit out of sheer frustration beC"ause 
of this additional difficulty imposed on him. 

At the University of Malaya a slighl!y differem approach is being laken. 
which; is a compromise between the \1"0 extremes For the lint two )'ears of 
the Japanesc: language courk there, the student ;s only required to master 
the IWO /(ono syllabaries, hirogOllo and kOlo/(ono. but the textlwoks used arc 
wrillen in the normal way of a mixture bc:tween kono and kotVi. Whene\'er 
kanji appear in the text, they will be aceompanied by explan:uory hlrago/lo 
to show the: pronunciation. Witl!. this method it is hoped that a constant reptli· 
tion of the basic characters will visually accustorn the student to kO/lji 50 thaI 
when he In his third year bc:giru to write characters for himself he will ha\'e 
a feeling of dejo 11/1 By nOI sil'lpl;rying the writing, one furlhr:r avoids th� 
impression of childishness which is usually associated II ith pure kOllo writing 

Mustery of the 47 hiraJ:QIIO symbols is in most cases a rapid process. Within 
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a few months the students have no difficulty in either reading or writing them. 
However I a special problem, which is mainly a phonetic one, arises when one 
deals with students whose first language is Chinese. This group finds it hard 
to distinguish between long and shon vowels, pal3tilized. voiced and voiceless 
consonants, which actually is another way of saying the characteristic sound 
structure of the language. This is most unfortunate since modern written 
Japanese is a faithful mirror image of the spoken language. In other words, 
an incorrect pronunciation usually leads to faulty spelling. The only way to 
remedy this is intensive drills in pronunciation. 

With katakana the problems are of a slightly different and more universal 
nature. since they are felt by most students irrespective of linguistic 
background. Japanese is probably unique among the major languages of the 
world in having a special syllabary for writing loanwords, but this is the 
primary function of k% kano This is of course convenient to the etymologist, 
but to a learner it is only another burden which he could very well do without. 

Lexical borrowings from China have virtually stopped. In fact, for the last 
100 years or so the process has been reversed. But since they are written with 
kanji these borrowings pose less of a problem than the torrent 01" Western 
words which have entered the language in the post-war period. American 
English has left conspicuous marks on the vocabulary, but German and French 
loanwords are not totally unrepresented These latter accretions, all written 
in k% kono are the source of many headaches. Once written in Japanese 
these words conform to indigenous phonetics. making it difficult to recognize 
the source of the originaL And, as so often happens in the context of loan· 
words. a change in meaning is by no means rare. Who can blame a student 
who hesitates with a quick translation when confronted with words like 
/uirumu (film); kooru (English "coal" or German "chor"). not to mention 
idiosyncratic abbreviations such as l.ene sulo (general strike), or 'Japlish' con
structs, i.e , English words made in Japan, like beesu appu (base up?) mean· 
ing an increase in salary All these factors, combined with the less frequent 
usage and consequent reduced practice, make ko(okano unpopular with most 
students, and it is not unusual to come across students who after two y.ears 
of study still feel diffident about katakana 

A student without any previous knowledge of kanji will have to learn the 
hard way Kanji can only be memorized by numbing repetition and rote. It 
is doubtful whether he will take consolation from the fact that as a result of 
a kanji reform, the Japanese Ministry of Education has prescribed 1,850 
characters. with an additional list of 90 for personal names, as being the most 
essential for common use and everyday communication. 

But for a student with an educational background in Chinese, matters are 
somewhat more complicated. The mere existence of Chinese characters in a 
Japanese text is not likely La frighten or overawe him. It is on the contrary 
more plausible that he would be lulled into a false sense of security observing 
that there is so much 'Chinese' in the text. But he is in for a very unpleasant 
surprises when the kanji have to be read aloud and explained in terms of mean
ing. To explain this another detour is necessary 

A fascinating aspect of the Chinese characters, or logographs as some prefer 
to call them, is that it is theoretically possible to write any language with them 
since they are not tied to pronunciation like an alphabet, but stand for ideas. 
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To illustrate (his, one could think of the Arabic numbers, used worldwide, 
where the idea behind the number but not the pronunciation is agreed upon. 
For instance, '2' can be said i n  many ways: duo, tWO, deux, l;wei, "', etc., 
Ye! the meaning or the numerical concept does nOI aller whichever way it is 
pronounced. Likewise, the Chinese character for 'water' can be rendered as: 
air, W(Iter, eou, wasser, ml;:u, etc., yet the basic idea of 'water' remains 

Since the Japanese have had more than 1000 yean to tamper wah the 
logograph5, they have cnded up with an unparallelled system, complex in the 
extreme. Most Chinese characters not only have several Sino-Japanese 
readings, but they also have Japanese readings as well, corresponding 10 the 
meaning of the Japanese word(s) they stand for For instance:, the Chinese 
character for 'life', 'to produce', 'to be born', shellg, can be read in the Sino
Japanese style as either sei or shoo, and in the Japanese way as ha(eru). l(kasu), 
IIa(ru), u(mu), llama, lu. So what in Chinese is sheilS only, can be read in 
eight different ways, depending on the COntext. 

The Japanese:: usually break down the possible ways of reading characters 
according to the following scheme: 

I. oll-yomi 

2 kUll-yomi: 

) aleji 

4. juubako-),omi 

, )'uloo-)'omi 

the Sino-Japanese way of reading a character 1� all' 
reading is funher divided into three types. rO'Oll, 
kall '011 and /00 'on, approximately Indicatins Ihe 
period during which these sounds were first imitated 
in Japan in order to pronounce Chinese words. 
the pure Japanese reading of a Chinese character as 
a semantie gloss of the Chinese word. 
a combination of Chinese characten which ale read 
according to their phonological value and where 
semantic values are ignored. 
compounds where the first part is read in Oil and the 

·second in kUII. 
compounds where the first pari is read in kun and the 
second in on. 

These intricacies make the reading of any btUi a problem in both pro
nunciation and interpretation, the result being what is probably one of Ihe 
most complicated writing systems devised by man. It is only a minor con
solation that the Japanese have tried to solve some of Ihe inherent diffICulties 
of thi,·tQrtuoWi 'yuem by adding small hir11guna beside characters with dif_ 

ficult readings 10 assist wilh the inlerpretations. This has led the scholal, G.B. 
Saruom, to make the following remark. "One hesitates for an epithet to 
describe a system of writing which is so complex that ill1etds the aid of anOlher 
system to explain it" (Sansom. 1929, p. 44). But 10 return 10 our imaginary 
student, he still has obstacles ahead of him. 

Surveys have shown that on Ihe average sixtly-five per cent of lhe kanji 
used in a given tellt have the same meaning as in Chinese, lwenly-se�en are 
only compreheruible toa Japanese, and eight per cent have approximate mean
ings This means that once: the student has learned how 10 prononce a kunji 
he would then have to find OUI whether he is dealing wilh a deceptive cognate 
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or not. These faux amis arc unfonunately well distr ibuted among the most 
commonly used everyday words. The Chinese characters for 'car' mean 'steam 

locomotive ' in Japanese, 'to run' in Japanese means 'to walk' in Chinese, 
and the Japanese kanji for 'study' becomes 'forl:c'. cenainly not the most 
felicituous association for an otherwise pleasant activity 

Another group of words which is also frequently the sourCe of misunderSlan� 
ding, but only in the etymological sense, is usually disregarded Ollt of ig
norance. Many neologisms coined in Japan from Chinese loan morphemes 

have re·cntcrcd Chinese in their new guise and are thought to be original 

Chinese words - at least by the Chinese. 'Revolution'. 'socialism' I 

'philosophy', 'economics', 'production' and 'trade' are only a minor selec
tiOll, yet in the political field there arc so many that �omeonc once quipped 
that Mao would j ust have been another insurgent if it had not been for the 

armoury of words which the Japanese had so kindly created. 
To summarize then. the student with a Chinese educational background 

wit! bave a visual acquaintance with kalljj� his psychological auilUde towards 

them will not be colollfcd by any notions of mystery or esotericism, and he 
knows from experience that they serve a practical communicative function. 
The difficulty of wriling this particular way will be taken more or less for 

gramed, much in the same way as northern Europeans complain about but 
accept the coldness of winter since nothing can be done about i1. 

1n the intial stages, this attitude is of very little help to the studcllI, when 
he is confronted with the complexities of the Japanese language as suchl its 

highly developed sense of aspect, tense, mood and voice. As mentioned earlier, 
all these grammatical pans of the language arc written in kana and a knowledge 
of kanji in this connection is of no avail. A familiarity with Chinese characters 
is helpful in the sense that it aids in the understanding of individual words 
or compounds: in the same way as a knowledge of Latin and Greek is heJpful 

in identifying many Europe,an words. but it does nOl assist in giving a con· 
seclltive and structural understanding of a Japanese 5entellCC. The totally dif
ferent syntax of Japanese precludes this. 

The advamange lies in the time saved when one comes to think in terms 
of characters and their nature and to visualize {hem as a lillk between the wnt
len and spoken word. Character dictionaries also pose no problem since both 

Chinese and Japanese dictionaries of this kind are made according to exactly 
the same principles, so the lengthy process of memorizing radical numbers 

and learning how to count the strokes of an individual kanji arc already a 

lhing of the past. On a more advanced level the sheer number of Chinese loan· 
words in Japanese will naturally facilitate a more rapid understanding of the 
overall context of a writlen sentence, yet in terms of deceptive cognates, this 
advamage can easily turn into a liability if the student is not alert and deceives 
himself by equating Chinese with Japanese. 

A final caveat should be mentioned. The character reforms which have taken 
place in China and .lapan, where simplified forms of writ.ing have been 
adopted, have not been conducted along the same lines. This means (hat 
characters that formerly were written alike are now quite different in ap

pearance, causing a break in the visual comprehension of kanji. For thiS reason 
it is not unusual in a classroom to hear Chinese students exclaim reproachfully 
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that 'this is not Chinese' when they see lhe new Japanese characters. To this 
one can only say' No, of course not; after all, Japanese is not Chinese! 
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